18th COCOMO/SCM Forum Agenda

Tuesday, October 21st:

7:30-8:00 Continental Breakfast

8:00-11:30 Sizing tutorial, General COCOMO suite tutorials – moderator Dr. Barry Boehm
Koni Thompson, David Consulting Group;
Evolving Standards in Function Point/Lines of Code Ratios

11:30-12:30 Lunch

12:30-1:50 Sizing – moderator Winsor Brown
JoAnn Lane, San Diego State U
Learning to Size Software: Experiences in the Classroom
Jairus Hihn, Karen Lum, JPL;
Improving Software Size Estimates by Using Probabilistic Paired Ratio Comparison Matrices
Anca Juliana Stoica, Royal Inst. Technology, Sweden;
An Internet-Intranet Solution for Software System Sizing Based on Use Cases

1:50-2:10 Break

2:10-3:30 Sizing – moderator Winsor Brown
Richard Stutkze, SAIC;
Do Specification Characteristics Correlate with Delivered Software Size?
Yue Chen, Ray Madachy, USC;
Results of eServices Product Sizing Metric Correlations
Chris Miller, SPC;
Systems Engineering Size Measures
Lee Fischman, Galorath; Daniel V. Ferens, AFRL/IFEA;
Critical Mass: Estimating software size from use case points and requirements repositories

3:30-3:50 Break

3:50-5:10 Panel: Model Vendor Approaches to Function Point/SLOC Backfiring – moderator Dr. Barry Boehm
Panelists: Lee Fischman, Galorath; Dan Ligett, COSTAR; Ray Madachy, CostXpert; Arlene Minkiewicz, PRICE S (invited), Larry Putnam, SLIM (invited)

5:30-8:00 Affiliates' dinner and Workshops kickoff (Faculty Center)